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The tnplet population m reduced photosynthetic reaction centers IS found to Increase on application of large magnetic 
fields (1 S-14 hG) We conclude that the tnplet IS formed by charge recombmatron of spincorretated radical ions with dZ- 
ferentg factors. An appropriate theory for the field dependence gwes the value Ag = 0.001. 

1. Introduction 

The imtlal photochermcal e\rent m photosynthesis following photoexcitation is the separation of charge to form 
a moderately stable catlon-amon radical pair. For the best understood case of the purple photosynthetic bacteri- 
um Rhodopseudomonas sphaeroides R-26 mutant, from which highly purfied reaction centers are prepared [l], 
the essential components are beheved to be those shown in fig. 1 [2,3]. P IS the electron donor. believed to be a 
pair of bacteriochlorophylls (BCN) characterized by ESR and ENDOR of Pt [4,5]; I is an intermediate electron 
acceptor, beheved to be bacterlopheophytm (BChl, where 2H replace Mg, BPheo) [6]; Q is ubiquinone, the sec- 
ondary acceptor: Fe?+ IS a lugh-spm Fe(lI) whose precise function and chemical environment remain obscure [7], 
and X- 1s used to denote Q’ Fen_ 

The rates characterlzmg many of the possible elementary reactions are labeled m fig. I_ At the physiological 
redox potential all decay processes, kS, o, i+, k_f and k,, +k, (fluorescence and radiationless decay), could corn- 
pete with the second electron transfer, [Pz I- X] + pt D(-1, not shown in fii_ 1. However, the quantum yield of 
charge separation to form [P’ LX-1 is known to be nearly 100% under these conditions [8]. As the secondary elec- 
trofi transfer requires = 150-250 ps [2,3], the other decay rates must be substantially slower. The mechanism re- 
sponslble for such slow decay rates, especially k,, is of great mterest in understanding the origin of the remarkable 
efficiency of photosynthetic charge separation. 

At low redox potential Q 1s already 111 the reduced Q-state and the secondary electron transfer described above 
IS not possible. Under these condltlons the decay processes of the primary radical pair [P* 1-1 may be studied. We 
have investigated the field dependence of the triplet population, [3P],as a probe of the rates ks,kT and the singlet- 
tnplet radical par rruxing frequency, o. Our results support the mechamsm outlined in fig. 1 and the identities of 
Pand 1. 

P I x- 
X- = O-Fe= 

Fig 1. Kmetrc scheme for the primary intermediates in bacte- 
rul photosynthesis. Hortzontal bars are used to denote spin 
correlated radrcal paus. 
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MAGNETIC FIELD 

T_ Fig. 2. SchematIc energy level diagram for a weakly mteract- 
mg radvzal pax as a function of apphed magnettc field strength 
(no d~polar couphng). 

The tune evolutton of the radICa1 pan Spin multrpbcrty from irmrat pure smgler character depends OII the rela- 

trve energtes of singlet and tnplet radrcal pair stares and interactions capable of mixing these states. A posstble 
radrcal parr energy level diagram is shown m fig -2. For a small exchange mteractron (J), tt is seen that the singlet 
is close m energy to all triplet sublevels at low magnetic field, but is close only to the Tn level at hrgh field. Thus, 
for any tnteractton which mixes singlet and tnplet radical pair states, the triplet yield will decrease upon applica- 
tion of a field This picture 1s supported by the monotonic reduction of the tnplet yreld detected optically when 
the field 1s raised from 0 to 1000 G [9-l 11 , and by the unusual spur polanzation of the ESR spectrum of 3P, evi- 
denced by the predominance of populatron rn the To magnetrc sublevel at 3 kG [12]. 

Sumlar effects of magnetic fields have been observed for solutton phase radical ton pau reactions and mterpret- 
ed m terms of nuclear hyperfme induced S-T mrxmg [13,14] _ Isotope effects on the tnplet yreld w&h are in 
quantrtatrve agreement wrth theory have provrded proof of tlus mechanism [15,16]. Thrs success has led to the as- 
sertion that the hyperfme mecharusm IS also operatrve m the photosynthetrc reaction center [17,18]. Thrs may 
very well be the case, though a recent report rndtcates that deuteratton has no effect on the triplet yield or rts 
field dependence, whrch would not be compatrble with thrs sunple mechanism [19]. 

Regardless of the ongm of the field dependence at low field, we expect that the g-factor difference between Pt 
and I’, rf non-zero, should become an important source of mixmg between S and To radical parr states at high 
field [ZO]. We then expect that the tnpler population in reactron centers will increase with field as AgfiHincreases, 
as long as w m fig 1 does not greatly exceed Ic, or k-r._ We have observed an increase in the tnplet populatron at 
hrgh magnetrc field, provrdmg independent evrdence for the validity of the radical parr mecharusm and an estimate 
forAgofO0010. 

2. Experimental 

Reaction centers from the R-26 mutant of R. sphaeroides are prepared by well estabhshed methods [l] and 
reduced under rutrogen wtth sodrum drthrorute. Reduced reaction centers rn the concentration range 15-25 fl 
are placed m a variable temperature optical dewar (1.5 mm pathlength) whrch is mounted as rllustrated in fig. 3 rn 
the gap of an ESR magnet 

The 752 nm beam from a Kr-ion laser IS chopped at 800 Hz and pumps the reactton centers, whrle the triplet 
population IS probed with a colhnear 5 14 run beam from an Ar-ran laser. A filter between the sample and photo- 
diode completely excludes red bght. The hfetrme of the radical pau IS less than 10m3 that of the triplet and the ex- 
trnctron coeffrcrents at 5 14 run are comparable [21], so interfering hght-modulated absorprron due to the radical 
parr can be ignored. The output of the photolode is divrded by the output of a photodiode measurmg the green 
beam, and the ratio fed mto a lock-in amphfier whose output is drgrtlzed m a Nrcolet 1180 computer, wluch also 
controls the field scan. The output of the photodrode and the tntensrties of both beams are completely rndepen- 
dent of magnetic field strength, as shown by measuring either chopped beam alone. The magnetic field is calrbrat- 
ed with a Vanan proton gaussmeter. 
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PHOTODIODE 

FILTER (DOSS Sl4nm oniy) 

LOCK-IN 

COMPUTER 

SAMPLE ,n variable 

tamp dsuar 

MAGNET (O-14 KG) 

RECORDER 

PHOTODIODE 

Flp 3 Everimental apparatus for measurement of steady-state tnplet transmlsnon. 

3, Results 

The fie?d dependence of the negative of the I&+-induced change in sample transmission measured at 5f4nm is 
shown m fig.4, relative to its value at zero magnetic field. These values are proportional to the triplet popuiatioa 
because the t~plet-educed change in transmittance is on the order of0.1 Z of the total transmittance_ En order to 
avold complications in the analysis of the population changes, we require negIigibIe depopulation of the ground 
state. The trIplet slgnal saturates with mcreasing pump power, showing a -7% deviation from hnearity with 0.2 W/ 
cm2 incident on the sample. To avoid depopulation we operate in the 0.07 W/cm2 region which is linear. ?Ge r&a- 
tive population as a function of field is the same whether the pump beam is chopped at 300 or 900 Hz. T&s is ex- 
petted because the decay half-time of 3P is approximately 120 &s at 150 K [21]. Thus the triplet population is at 
steady state over most of the ~~~atjon penod m our experiment. 

. -: magnetic field dependence of ffie triplet papic- 
react:on centers relatnre to that at zero field (ESOIQ. 

0 2 4 6 8 IO 12 14 @ @ @: representative points from the theooretiorl curve for 

MAGNETIC FlEtD (kG1 
the triplet yiekl generated from eq. (5) at high f&Id and eq. 
(6) at low field. Parameters discu~~zd in text. 
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The following experrmentai ratios are obtained from the data m fig.4: ~3P(~=O)]~[3P(~=l 5 kc)] = 1 292 
F 0 035 and ]3P(H=I4 kG)]#P(H= I 5 kc)] = I .I45 ;tO 022 (mean value I s d. of 4 data sets) 

4. Discussion 

We find that the triplet populatron decreases on apphcatron of a small magnetrc field (fig.4), as has been ob- 
served by a number of mvestrgators [9-l l] _ This reductron is explamed by a loss of mtxmg of the singlet wrth the 
T, and I_ states of the radical pan mtermedrate as H mcreases (fig 2) [14,18]. However. we also fmd that the 
tnplet populatron irrcreoses again as the field is further mcreased As dtscussed quahtattvely in section 1, thus IS the 
expected effect rf theg factors for the radicals rn the parr are drfferent and the rate of singlet-triplet mumg, w, 
does not greatly exceed that of smglet or tnplet radrcal pair decay, j~~ or k-t- (fig. 1). Ag effects have been observ- 
ed on the product yields of a few solutron phase thermal reactrons, provrdmg precedent for our hypothesis [22--241 

In order to calculate &g we develop a theory below for Its effect on the triplet yield. Thrs theory IS approprrate 
if the trtpfet populatton IS proportronal to the triplet yield, that 1s If kisc (fig 1) IS independent of field strength. 
The hrgh-field sublevels of 3P are lmear combmatrons of the zero-field ergenstates, where the coefficrents are mde- 
pendent of field strength for fields exceeding the zero-field sphttmgs (0 3 kG [12]) The partrcular admL\ture of 
zero-field states depends only on the orientarlon of 3P relative to the field Because the zero-field decay rate con- 
stants are not expected to be magnettc field dependent, a field dependence for X-,, could only arise rf the spm- 
lattice relaxation rates among the hrgh-field sublevels depend on field If this is the case the signal amphtude should 
be senstttve to the orientation of the molecule m the field and photoselectron 1s expected to affect the field depen- 
dence of the srgnal mtensrty. We observe no effect upon depolarrzmg the red beam, supportmg our clarm that the 
measured tnplet populatron 1s proportronal to the trrplet yield. This analysts wdl be tested further by comparrng 
tune-resolved experrments at hrgh field with the present steady-state method (note the agreement IS good at low 
field [9--l I]). 

We use the followmg spin-hamiltonlan for the radical pair 

w= 
( 

gPH + c AIzIrz 
) 

.S+JS,-S2 + 
I ( 

ngPH+ CAIIfIl - CA,,f,, -S,, 
) 

(1) 
1 t -- 

s=s, +s,, g=ga, Ag=g1 -&- 

S, andS2 are the electron spur operators for each member of the radrcal prur,gt andg, are the rsotroprcg factors 
for spur 1 and 2. respecttvely,Av and III are the isotropic hyperfiie couphng constants and nuclear spin operators, 
respectrvely, for nucleus 1 on radical j mteractmg wrth the electron on this radrcal We have omitted ail anrsotropic 
terms mcludmg the electron-electron drpole interaction and all mteractrons with other spurs (e g. X-) 

A number of theoretical analyses have been presented which treat the effects of small magnetic fields (< 1 kG) 
on the triplet yield m reactron centers [17.18]. Quite properly, these treatments make the approumatron that 
AgpH=@ at low field; however. this appro_umatron IS clearly mvahd at high fields. In hght of our resuhs, the case of 
H = m m these papers should be taken as H * J .5 kG. Haberkorn and Mrchel-Beyerle [18 ] have mtroduced a one- 
proton model to provide an analytrcat solution to the problem at zero fiefd. This prowdes a great s~ph~~t~on by 
replacing the large number of hyperfine mteractwns experienced by the electrons with a single hyperfine interac- 
tion. The one-proton model fads at hrgh field because it predicts a mrmmum m the yield for that field at whrch 
AgpH exactly cancels the smgle hyperfme. Thrs 1s not observed experrmentally and is clearly an artifact for a multr- 
nuclear system. For thrs reason we have treated the general problem of an arbttrary number of hyperfbre interac- 
tions at hrgh field. 

Because the Zeeman energy IS much greater than either the hyperfme or exchange energies, the singlet state 
does not mrx wrth the T, or T_ states. Therefore the f,S, and I,,$ terms m the hamrltonran may be ignored, and 
there can be no mixmg between nuclear states. Thus at lugh field the problem reduces to fmdmg the triplet yield 
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for each nuclear state, and then summing over nuclear states. 

kT Tr IPTpk(Ol dt, 

where @- IS the triplet yreld,N the total number of nuclear states, PT the triplet projectron operator and pk the 
density operator for the Ith nuclear state. The density operator is found from the stochastic Liouviie differential 
equatron 

dp&)/dt = (-t/a) i% &(t)] _ - + ks [p”, P&)1+ - $ kT tp’, Pk(t)l+, (3) 

where fl is the smglet projectron operator. Relaxatron terms have been omttted and are not expected to affect 
pk(t) dunng the radical pair lifetune (lo-25 ns). The mitial condition 

pk(t=O) =fl/Tr(F) (4) 

grves unit probabrhty that the radical pau 1s in the singlet state at t=O. Following the formalism of Haberkorn 
and Michel-Beyerle [ 181, eq. (2) gives: 

kT(kS + k-‘.) @k/h)* 
[(Zkfi)* +4ksk~](ks + k~)~ + 16ks7~-f(JD)” 

where 

and nr: 1s the axial quantum number for nucleus I on radical] in the kth nuclear state. Eq. (5) is a rigorous solu- 
tion for the triplet yield for the spin-hamdtonian of eq. (1) at high field. Given the large number of nuclear hyper- 
fine mteractrons III these extended n-radical ions, we can approximate the summation over discrete nuclear states 
with an integral over a gaussran distnbutron for Z centered at 2AgflH with a second moment given by A2_ 

Though correct at hrgh field, the foregomg analysis is inapproprrate at zero field. Therefore we use the one- 
proton model, which is a reasonable approxrmation for If= 0, to calculate h(H=O) using the same A as shown 
above for the single hyperfme mteractron [18] 

$q.(H=O) =L $ 
3’b-r (& + kT) (A/W’ 

N kc1 [3(A/fi)2 •I- 4kSkT](kS +/CT)* + L6ksk~(J-+ A)*p2’ 

The tnplet yreld at 150 K and H=O is conservatively estimated to be between 03 and 0.8 from the data of 
Parson et al. [21]. Even wtth this large uncertamty possible fits to the data in fig.4 are greatly restricted to the_foI- 
lowing ranges of parameters- 5 X lo5 < ks/A < 3 X 106 s -1G-1,2X106<kT/A<1-3X107s-‘G-l,45X 
10m5 < Ag/A < 8 X 10M5 G-1, -0.5 <J/A < 0.1. Frxing any parameter considerably narrows the ranges of the 
others. Much narrower ranges could be specified if the triplet yield were known accurately or if the radical pair 
decay kinetics measured optically could be ngorously related to the decay rates, kS and kT, in fi. 1. 

The ESR spectrum of Pt prepared photochemically IS well characterized and is a gaussian with p-p width 9 G 
(note that g-factor amsotropy makes a very minor contnbutron to the linewidth of Pf 1261, and the width inchrdes 
any small contnbutton from hyperfine amsotropy). Less is known about the ESR spectrum of I-, but a species 
which may be the precursor to 3P can be trapped by selective reduction of Pt III [P* F X2-], and has a p-p width 
of 13 G [27]. These hnewidths give A = (92 + 13’)‘/* = 16 G. Thus Ag IS between 0.0007 and 0.0013, which 
should be compared wrth Ag = 0.0009 obtatned from the reported g values for Pt (g = 2.0026) [26] and the spe- 
cies trapped by reduction of Pt (g = 2.0035) [27] _ Taking A = 16G, J=O G, ks ~3.2 X lo7 s-l, kT = 1.2 X LO* s-1 
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and Ag=O.OOlO, eqs. (5) and (6) generate the curve wrth open circles rn fig.4. The calculated yield at H=O 1~0.61. 
In summary, we have provrded direct experimental evrdence that 3P in reaction centers has its origin n-r a radical 

pair reaction and that the radrcals whrch precede 3P have drfferent g factors. A quantttatrve analysrs yrelds a value 
for Ag which IS consistent with the g values for radicals wbrch have been trapped m reaction centers and supports 
the hypotheses that these radicals he along the pathway to :P. It IS evident from fig 1 that data at very lugh field 
wrll be most desuable because o becomes very rapid and the radical pair states can be considered an equdibnum 
system dramed by ks and L+_ At that field, the yield becomes independent of field and the curvature imposes 
strong hmits on the values of the rates and magnetic parameters Expenments at 50 kG, time-resolved experrments 
and the effects of removmg Q and Fe?+ are being pursued 
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